Abstract. The approximate inverse is a scheme to obtain stable numerical inversion formul for linear operator equations of the rst kind. Yet, in some applications the computation of a crucial ingredient, the reconstruction kernel, is time-consuming and instable. It may even happen that the kernel does not exist for a particular semi-discrete system. To cure this dilemma we propose and analyze a technique that is based on a singular value decomposition of the underlying operator. The results are applied to the reconstruction problem in 2D-computerized tomography where they enable the design of reconstruction lters and lead to a novel error analysis of the ltered backprojection algorithm.
1. Introduction. The approximate inverse is a regularization scheme which applies especially to under-determined (semi-discrete) systems. Yet, in some applications the numerical computation of the necessary reconstruction kernel discrete is timeconsuming and instable. It may even happen that discrete does not exist for a particular semi-discrete system. However, the reconstruction kernel of the underlying in nite dimensional (continuous) problem may be at hand. In this paper we propose a procedure to nd a substitute for discrete from and we show that this procedure is sound.
Following we recall the concept of the approximate inverse which belongs to the class of molli er methods as considered, for instance, by Murio 19] . In a systematic way the approximate inverse generalizes a technique used by Gr unbaum 5] and Davison and Gr unbaum 3] for tomographic inversion.
Let A : X ! Y be continuous and injective operator between the real or complex in nite dimensional Hilbert spaces X and Y . We want to nd a f 2 X such that A n f = g n (1.1) where A n : X ! C n and g n 2 C n are de ned via a mapping n : Y ! C n by A n = n A and g n = n g with g 2 R(A), the range of A. Let us assume { for the time being { that A n is continuous. The above setting describes most practical situations where the data can be recorded only in nitely many observation points.
Problem (1.1) is under-determined and we only can search for its minimum-norm solution f y n , that is, A n A n f y n = A n g n and f y n 2 N(A n ) ? : (1.2) y Institut f ur Wissenschaftliches Rechnen und Mathematische Modellbildung (IWRMM), Universit at Karlsruhe, 76128 Karlsruhe, Germany, email: andreas.rieder@math.uni-karlsruhe. de z Fachbereich Mathematik, Geb. 36, Universit at des Saarlandes, 66041 Saarbr ucken, Germany, email: thomas@num.uni-sb. de x supported by Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft under grant Lo310/ Here N(A n ) ? is the orthogonal complement of the null space of A n . If the range of A is non-closed in Y , that is, the generalized inverse of A is unbounded, instabilities appear very likely in computing f y n directly from (1.2) under erroneous data g n .
This reasoning lead Louis and Maa 13] to the approximate inverse where one tries to reconstruct moments of f: hf; e i n i X , i = 1; : : : ; m, with suitable molli ers e i n . In case X = L 2 ( ), a domain in R d , one can think of the e i n 's as smooth approximations to -distributions located at points x i 2 .
The computations of the moments is achieved by approximating e i n in the range of A n . To any e i n we associate a reconstruction kernel i n 2 C n by minimizing the defect kA n i n ? e i n k X , that is, i n solves the normal equation A n A n i n = A n e i n : (1. 3)
The above equation for i n is independent of the data g n , therefore, free of noise from measurement errors. We call (e i n ; i n ) a molli er/reconstruction kernel pair for A n .
The operator S n : C n ! C m , (S n h) i = hh; i n i C n ; i = 1; : : : ; m; (1.4) is called approximate inverse of A n . Hence, S n g n is an approximate solution of (1.1).
Lemma 1.1. If g n = A n f then (S n g n ) i = hf y n ; e i n i X ; i = 1; : : : ; m: (1.5) Proof. The reconstruction kernels satisfy A n i n = P n e i n where P n : X ! X is the orthogonal projector onto R(A n ) = N(A n ) ? . Hence, (S n g n ) i = hf; A n i n i X = hP n f; e i n i X : Since P n f = f y n , see (1.2), we are nished with the proof.
An interpretation of the approximate inverse as regularization scheme and further details are given by Louis 12] . He also shows how invariances of A improve the e ciency, see Remark 5.2 below.
For several reasons we wish to avoid solving (1.3): A n A n may be densely populated and ill-conditioned, increasing n calls for a complete new computation of the kernels, invariances of A do not show in A n A n in general.
We propose the following technique to approximate n (we will drop the superscript i whenever considering a single pair (e n ; n ) ). Suppose (e; ) is a molli er/reconstruction kernel pair for A, i.e., A = e (A is injective!). Then, we expect n to be an approximate solution of (1.3) where e n is equal or close to e. In Section 3.1 we show convergence of n to a solution of (1.3) . We also analyze the situation when the molli er e is not in R(A ) (Section 3.2). Here we approximate n by n where A is close to e n . We further discuss a technique to construct from e which can be implemented.
In some applications, for instance, if A is the Radon transform, A n : D(A n ) X ! C n is unbounded and A n does not exist, see Section 5. Consequently, the concept of approximate inverse cannot be applied to (1.1). Louis and Schuster 16] replaced A by a truncated singular value decomposition, thus circumventing the problem. We favor another cure which is closely related our ndings for a bounded A n (Section 4).
In Section 5 we apply the results from the previous sections to the reconstruction problem in 2D-computerized tomography, mainly to illustrate our rather abstract results by a concrete application. As a byproduct we achieve a novel error estimate for the ltered backprojection algorithm as well as an alternative to design reconstruction lters.
To start this paper we introduce our technical set-up in the next section. Especially, the operator A n is de ned precisely. In the appendix we prove an auxiliary mapping property of the Radon transform. Hegland and Anderssen 6] investigated a molli cation method being akin to our approximate inverse approach. However, the details are completely di erent and they require stronger conditions on A, for instance, A ?1 has to be densely de ned. Further, an implementation of their method requires an explicit knowledge of the pre-images (under A) of the chosen basis functions. On the other hand, Hegland and Anderssen relate the regularization parameter (support width of the molli er) to the discretization step size to bound the noise ampli cation error. This is an issue we do not address here.
2. Preliminaries. We specify our technical assumptions that are required to hold throughout the paper if not indicated otherwise. The spaces C n and V n are related one-to-one by the operator Q n : C n ! V n , Q n a := P n k=1 a k ' n;k . A n = Q n A n : X 1 ! V n and e g n = Q n g n .
For the solution of (1.1) and (2.6), respectively, by the approximate inverse we distinguish two scenarios. Second, we consider A n : D(A n ) X ! C n unbounded. Hence, the Hilbert space adjoint of A n cannot be de ned on all of C n (otherwise A n would have been continuous already). Here the worst case is D(A n ) = f0g, so that the approximate inverse is not de ned meaningful for (1.1). This happens for the Radon transform, see x5.
3. Bounded semi-discrete operators A n : approximating the discrete reconstruction kernel. Let (2.1) hold true with X 1 = X (topologically):
A : X ! Y 1 is continuous,
that is, A n 2 L(X; C n ) and e A n 2 L(X; Y ). In the sequel we will denote the adjoint of A : X ! Y by A . Now we study convergence of the minimum norm solution f y n of (1.1) as n ! 1.
From this we derive a kind of pointwise convergence of the approximate inverse S n . N( e A n ) = f0g. This yields the pointwise convergence of P n to the identity operator in X as n ! 1 thereby proving the rst assertion. The second assertion follows readily from (1.5).
Choosing special molli ers e i n we will show below that S n A n f ?Ef 1 n kfk X as n ! 1, see Corollary 3.8.
For an e 2 X we have either e 2 R(A ) or e 2 @R(A ) due to the injectivity of A (@R(A ) is the topological boundary of R(A )). The rst situation leads to reconstruction kernels satisfying A = e. In Section 3.1 below we shall show that n is an approximate solution of (1.3) for suitable e n .
If we cannot nd a molli er e in the range of A , the equation A y = e has no least squares solution. Thus, no reconstruction kernel is associated to e. We investigate the latter situation in Section 3.2.
3.1. The special case e 2 R(A ). In a rst lemma we derive a relation between the reconstruction kernels for A n and e A n . Lemma 3.3. Let (e; e n ) be a molli er/reconstruction kernel pair for e A n where e 2 X is arbitrary. Then, (e; Q n e n ) is a molli er/reconstruction kernel pair for A n .
Proof. The assertion follows from A n Q n e n = e
A n e n = P n e where P n is as in the proof of Theorem 3.2.
Below we will need the Gramian matrix G n 2 C n n relative to f' n;1 ; : : : ; ' n;n g. This matrix has entries (G n ) i;j = h' n;i ; ' n;j i Y . A quick calculation validates the equality G n n z = Q n n z for all z 2 Y 1 .
Theorem 3.4. Adopt all assumptions speci ed in x2 and assume (3.1). Let (e n ; e n ) be a molli er/reconstruction kernel pair for e A n where e n = e A n , 2 Y 1 , and e n 2 N( e A n ) ? . Then, kG n n ? Q n e n k C n n k k Y 1 + inf
as n ! 1. Note that (e n ; Q n e n ) is a molli er/reconstruction kernel pair for A n .
Proof. Since kQ n k Y !C n 1 by (2.3) we may estimate kG n n ? Q n e n k C n kQ n n ? Q n k C n + kQ n ? Q n e n k C n k n ?
where we used (2.5) in the nal step. The assertion will be proved if we bound k ? e n k Y by a multiple of inff k ? yk Y j y 2 R( e A n ) g.
Recall that e n is the unique solution in N( e A n ) ? of the normal equation e A n e A n e n = e A n e n = e A n e A n :
Let P n : Y ! Y be the orthogonal projector onto N( e A n ) ? . Since P n solves (3.5) as well, we obtain e n = P n . As N( e A n ) ? = R( e A n ) we proceed with
k ? yk Y which completes the proof. In both cases the assertion follows from (3.4).
Even so e n = e A n converges to e = A due to Lemma 3.1, e n may be an unsuitable molli er for xed (possibly small) n. It seems natural to work with e in the semi-discrete setting also. This more general situation is considered in the following lemma where we, however, allow a weighted norm in C n . Under the assumptions of Lemma 3.6 below, kA n A n k C n is a norm on C n being, in general, weaker than the Euclidean norm in the following sense. There exist positive constants n and ? such that n kzk C n kA n A n zk C n ? kzk C n for all z 2 C n where ? does not depend on n and where n tends to zero as n grows. Lemma 3.6 . Let e = A for 2 Y 1 . Further, let (e; n ) be a molli er/reconstruction kernel pair for e A n where n 2 N( e A n ) ? . Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.4 and provided all A n 's are onto we have that kA n A n (G n n ? Q n n )k C n n k k Y 1 as n ! 1:
Proof. Let e n be as in Theorem 3.4. Hence, kA n A n (G n n ? Q n n )k C n kAk 2 X!Y 1 kG n n ? Q n e n k C n + kA n e A n e n ? A n e A n n k C n n k k Y 1 + k e
A n e
A n e n ? e
A n e A n n k Y where we used Corollary 3.5, (2.3), and the estimate kA n A n k C n !C n = kA n k 2 X!C n k n Ak 2 X!Y kAk 2 X!Y 1 (3.6) by (2.3) and (2.4). Since e
A n e A n e n = e A n e A n and e A n e A n n = e A n A we obtain that k e
The assertion of Lemma 3.6 is now due to Lemma 3.1.
We discuss the implications of the Corollary 3.5 on the approximate inverse S n of A n (1.4). Here one has m molli er/reconstruction kernel pairs (e i n ; i n ), i = 1; : : : ; m, see (1.3). Now let e i n = e A n i where i 2 Y 1 , i = 1; : : : ; m. Our investigations from above suggest to replace the (unknown) approximate inverse S n by the (computable) operator n de ned by ( n b) i = hb; G n n i i C n ; i = 1; : : : ; m:
As a direct consequence of Corollary 3.5, we can show that n is a reasonable substitute for S n . 
Proof. Let (e i n ; e i n ) be the molli er/reconstruction kernel pair for e A n where e i n 2
N( e A n ) ? . From Lemma 3.3 we know that (e i n ; Q n e i n ) is a molli er/reconstruction kernel pair for A n . Note that Q n e i n may be di erent from the kernel i n used in S n , however, A n i n = A n Q n e i n . Thus, (S n A n f) i = hf; A n i n i X = hf; A n Q n e i n i X = hA n f; Q n e i n i C n which implies that j(S n A n f) i ?( n A n f) i j = jhA n f; Q n e i n ?G n n i i C n j kA n fk C n kQ n e i n ?G n n i k C n :
The estimate (3.8) follows now from (3.6) and from Corollary 3.5.
The following fact on the convergence speed of the approximate inverse is worthwhile to mention, compare (3.2). 
where we used the uniform boundedness (2.4), the approximation property (2.5) and the continuity (3.1).
3.2. The general case e 2 X. The range of A is dense in X due to the injectivity of A. Therefore, we will only assume that the molli er can be approximated arbitrarily close by an element in R(A ).
Let e i 2 X be molli ers for i = Proof. By the triangle inequality and by (3.9) we get ? n A n f i ? hf; e i i X h n Af; G n n i i C n ? hf; A i i X + kfk X " i :
We may now proceed as in the proof of Corollary 3.8
We will now discuss the vital issue of constructing i 2 Y 1 from e i 2 X which satisfy (3.9) for " i arbitrarily small. For convenience let us suppress the superscript i.
The tool we employ is a singular value decomposition (SVD) of the operator A.
In medical imaging SVDs are explicitly known, see, e.g., 9, 10, 15, 17, 18, 21].
Let A : X ! Y be a compact operator and let fv k ; u k ; k j k 2 N 0 g be its singular system, that is, Incorporating an abstract smoothness assumption on e, we are able to give convergence rates of ke ? A M k X as M ! 1. and both assertions follow readily.
In view of (3.10) we realize that controlling the " i 's tells only half of the story. To learn the whole story we look at k M k Y 1 . where the series converges due to ? 4 ? 2(1 + ) > 1. Recalling Theorem 3.9 we are nished with the proof of (3.13).
4. Unbounded semi-discrete operators A n . Here we consider (2.1) where X 1 is a proper subspace of X with a stronger topology.
As we will see in the next section it may happen that A n : X 1 X ! C n is unbounded. In the extremest case we even have to deal with D(A n ) = f0g, that is, the approximate inverse with respect to the topology in X is not de ned for (1.1).
Basically, this leaves us with the situation already investigated in x3.2. Indeed, if (e i ; i ) 2 X Y 1 , i = 1; : : : ; m, are molli er/reconstruction kernel pairs satisfying (3.9) then E (3.3) as well as n (3.7) are well de ned. Even for unbounded operators A n both Theorems 3.9 and 3.12 remain valid with a slight modi cation: we have to assume that f 2 X 1 . In (3.10) as well as in (3.13) we have to replace kfk X by kfk X 1 .
5. Application to the reconstruction problem in 2D-computerized tomography. We apply our abstract results of the former sections to the reconstruction problem in 2D-computerized tomography, that is, the reconstruction of a function from its line integrals. For further applications of our results in vector and local tomography we refer to 24 For q; p 2 N let h s = 1=q and h # = =p be the discretization step sizes and set s i = i h s , i = ?q; : : : ; q, and # j = j h # , j = 0; : : : ; p. Let`2 f1; 2g. With this indexẁ e will be able to distinguish between two di erent settings using a compact notation.
To the pairs (s i ; # j ) we associate the Dirac-distributions (`) i;j 's are normalization factors to be de ned below in (5.3). We de ne the mapping (`) q;p : H 1+ (Z) ! R n`a ccording to (2.2) using the (`) i;j 's. The respective dimensions are n 1 = 2qp and n 2 = (2q + 1)(p + 1). (R (`) q;p ) = f0g. Proof. We construct a sequence ff r g r2N H 1=2+ 0 ( ) with kf r k L 2 ( ) 1 and kR (`) q;p f r k R n`! 1 as r ! 1.
We will de ne f r as the tensor product of two univariate functions r and r .
Let f r g and f r g be monotonically decreasing zero sequences with 0 < r < 1, 0 < r < 1=2, and 2 r + (1 ? r ) 2 Hence, kR (`) q;p f r k R n`! 1 as r ! 1.
We are now going to verify the second statement of Theorem 5. Due to Theorem 5.1 the approximate inverse cannot be applied to the 2D-reconstruction problem:
given g q;p 2 R n` nd f 2 L 2 ( ) such that R (`) q;p f = g q;p : Here we are facing the situation from x4, that is, we have to replace the`non-existing' S q;p by q;p , compare (1.3), (1.4) and (3.7), respectively.
Canonical candidates for approximation spaces related to (`) q;p are the tensor product spline spaces V (`) q;p = S (`) s S (`) # ,`= 1; 2. Here, S (`) s and S (`) # are either the piecewise constant (`= 1) or linear (`= 2) spline spaces w.r.t. the knot sequences fs i g and f# j g, respectively. As basis in V (`) q;p we choose the tensor product B-spline basis n B (`) q;i B (`) p;j =& (`) i;j ? q i q`; 0 j p`o : In the following we apply our results of Section 3.2 to the 2D-reconstruction problem. In a rst step we therefore construct reconstruction kernels from molli ers using Because h = maxfh s ; h # g it is most e cient { in view of (5.10) { to work with discretization step sizes h s and h # which coincide: h s = h # , that is, p = q. So we recovered the optimal sampling relation for the parallel scanning geometry, see, e.g., Natterer 20, Chap. III].
In the remainder of this section we comment brie y on another way to design reconstruction kernels for the Radon transform, see (5.13) Remark 5.5. We recommend the lter design methods from above whenever one wants to impose certain conditions on the molli er, e.g., non-negativity and compact support, see Figure 5 .1. The widely used Shepp-Logan lter and its non-compactly supported molli er have frequent sign changes. To avoid artifacts in the reconstructions these oscillations require a certain ne-tuning: the dilation parameter , compare (5.14), needs to be selected carefully. In contrary, the reconstructions based on the lters from Further, Rf( ; ') 2 C 1 0 (?1; 1) for any ' 2 0; 2 ], see, e.g., Natterer 20] . We estimate the inner product on the right hand side of (A.4) Let g ' (s) = Rf(s; '). Integration by parts yields
